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About This Game

In the year 19XX, a mysterious disaster at the S-CORP lab forces the citizens of CITY S to abandon their homes and
workplaces. Not long after, reports of strange phenomenon in the area emerged and crews of organized mercs and foolhardy

looters began to stake their claims...

Fight the other factions in CITY S for control of the experiments left behind, and establish your crews dominance in the ruins!

 A sprawling, immersive city to explore, filled with characters controlled by the revolutionary S-LIFE artificial life
simulation technology.

 Infinite procedural quest generation.

 Three factions of city inhabitants to encounter.

 Over 5 usable weapons.

 State of the art weather systems.

 Full day / night cycle.
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I was going to write a gigantic review, like I normally do, but I'll keep it short for this one.

If you like active Developers who update the game and fix issues, these guys get things DONE.

If you like trains, train simulators, and the like... you should probably own this game anyway. IT HAS VR.

Simple controls, straight-forward tutorial.

Available in BOTH VR, and NON-VR (Normal Desktop\/Laptops without a VR headset).

Buy it. Play it for an hour. If you don't like it, remember... Steam accepts refunds on games with less than 2 hours of
gameplay, and less than 14 days from purchase.. - No sound, completely silent when your train passes by
- No random variant, so you'll have to manually make your consists look random. Good Charlotte is always been
one of my all time favourites, glad to see them in the game finally. Good @ss pop punk music, fun to play.. This
game took far too long to find it's own tone and humor; the first half felt like a cheap Monkey Island knockoff.
There is charm there and inventiveness, but by the time it really shows up, the game is nearly over.. Interesting
mix of shoot'em-up bullet hell games and 4X strategy. You can explore the Universe, fight through thousands of
various enemy units, research new technologies, build a lot of stuff and experience the storyline, something that
4X games usually lack. The music is awesome, too.
However, the storyline itself is somewhat shallow, character depth is nonexistent, and the game only runs at
640x480 and 800x600, forcing you to play in Windowed mode, if you have a 16:9 monitor.
Overall, it's a great game, which I played for around 30 hours outside of Steam, and 13 more hours here. It's not
worth the full price of 10 dollars\/euros, because it's outdated, but you should definitely grab it during the sale..
Good game, good Wolfenstein.
Well crafted world, good level design...I could go on.

8.5\/10 because it lacks the real New Game +, you have to manually select chapter 1 and then replay the game
again. Otherwise you lose all Perk progress. had this been fixed, I'd give it a 9.5\/10
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MASTERPIECE!!!
Thank you NekoNyan for bringing this visual novel to steam.
I totally enjoyed every second in this game.
Looking forward to Ao no kanata next Keep up the good work!!!. This is the best 99\u00a2 I have ever spent in my life...
Besides Mcdonalds.. o)/¯ er zen?. Not a good idea when trying to complete a dissertation.. This game don't works correctly,
don't spend money on it!
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